**America's Top Directors Step into the Spotlight at the Seventh Annual Florida Directors’ Institute**

On Oct. 28, 2011, the Sykes College of Business held its seventh annual Florida Directors’ Institute program in partnership with Hill Ward Henderson and Ernst & Young LLP. The institute delivers short programs with seasoned perspectives on best boardroom practices, with a focus on practical real-life solutions. The institute is designed for directors of publicly traded and significant private corporations.

This highly regarded program was attended by over 150 individuals spanning the country from Florida, Louisiana, Michigan, South Carolina, Virginia and California. Additionally, many of Tampa’s most significant public companies such as HSN Inc., Jabil Circuit, Raymond James, TECO Energy Inc. and Tech Data Corporation were able to participate.

The 2011 sponsors included TECO Energy, Korn/Ferry International, Raymond James, Asa Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, and Central Florida Chapter, BBDO/Tampa, Florida Trend, NASDAQ OMX, Florida Venture Forum and NACD Florida Chapter. These partners are integral to the institute’s success, helping to promote the event to clients and colleagues.

For more information on the Florida Directors’ Institute, please visit www.ut.edu/leadershipdevcertifl or contact (813) 257-3792.
From Jefferson to Jobs — Americans are Innovators

By Pam Iorio

The summit occurred shortly after the death of Steve Jobs, and its achievements were the result of a powerful display of innovation. Leave my phone I stop to think about the letter copying machine I had to use every day. Fall 2011 TED CO2 Center for Leadership Speaker Series, we had the honor of hosting Steve Jobs, co-founder of the company he founded only to return later and lead it to new heights. Great leaders have a resilient nature — our Founding Fathers were familiar with the concept of resilience. In his analogy, he stated that a leadership hockey bag contains the following:

- The Core Values: excellence, innovation, integrity, and leadership.
- The Core Strengths: accountability, enthusiasm, confidence, and control.
- The Core Organization: focus, clarity, and passion.

The core of the Tampa Bay Lightning is their core values, because of the uniqueness of the organization. The values include excellence, innovation, integrity, and leadership. The core strengths are accountability, enthusiasm, confidence, and control. The core organization is focus, clarity, and passion. The core values are the key to success. The core strengths are the key to success. The core organization is the key to success. The core values are excellence, innovation, integrity, and leadership. The core strengths are accountability, enthusiasm, confidence, and control. The core organization is focus, clarity, and passion.
BY PAM IORIO

The American Revolution was more than a war. It rests on his desk in the room he shared with his wife, Martha. To us, this is a testament to his resilience. In the last three semesters, we have offered: • An Economic Framework for Thinking about Sustainability • The Business Case for Sustainability • Financial Sustainability: Derivatives Inaugural Sustainable Leadership Fall 2011 Series • Inaugural Entrepreneurial Leadership Spring 2011 Series Guest Speakers • The 7th Inaugural Sustainable Leadership • The Business Case for Sustainability • Financial Sustainability: Derivatives • The 7th Inaugural Entrepreneurial Leadership • Andrea T. Venzke: The Corporate Path to Social Justice • The Financials of Entrepreneurship • The Role of Environmental Leadership Series Financial Sustainability: Derivatives A group of UT students take a break from the lecture.

WHAT’S IN YOUR LEADERSHIP “HOCKEY BAG”

by Bella L. Galperin, Ph.D.

With the beginning of a new season, it’s time to get your leadership gear out of your closet. Whether your intention is to support our hockey team by wearing a hockey jersey or cheer for the sport, it’s time to get your gear out at one of our local rinks. For those who use the building are planning the sport, it’s important to make sure all the necessary gear is in the hockey bag. A stick is a must, with a squeegee and tape, gloves, helmet and other protective gear such as a mouth guard, shin guards, shoulder guard, neck guard, glasses and pads.

With all the新鲜 ideas from thought leaders across this country and start making needed changes to old ways of doing business, and it’s time to do the same as a leader. Let’s take the fresh ideas from thought leaders across this country and start making needed changes to old ways of doing business, and it’s time to do the same as a leader.

The 1st Inaugural Entrepreneurial Leadership Centre field hockey bag by Jeffery Wallace.

Our country has already trod most new ways of being business and of living. In the college student whom I visited in 1100 as a leader-in- residence at The University of Tampa, I saw smart, technology savvy and current students making themselves as part of America’s future, successful and contributing members of our society. They demonstrated the kind of leadership we need in this country. Let’s take the fresh ideas from thought leaders across this country and start making needed changes to old ways of doing business, and it’s time to do the same as a leader. Let’s take the fresh ideas from thought leaders across this country and start making needed changes to old ways of doing business, and it’s time to do the same as a leader.

The Buchen Group LLC

Steve Griggs, thank you for reminding us of the importance of leadership development and how leadership is a critical component to make a difference and to stay true to our core values. You have certainly inspired me to change my own habits before heading to the rink.

Griggs ended his presentation, with some advice: “For all the students out there, remember this, if you want to be great leaders, you must lead by example. If you want to be great leaders, you must be able to motivate and inspire others to do the same. Think about the people you admire, and make sure you are living up to their standards.”
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Griggs ended his presentation, with some advice: “For all the students out there, remember this, if you want to be great leaders, you must lead by example. If you want to be great leaders, you must be able to motivate and inspire others to do the same. Think about the people you admire, and make sure you are living up to their standards.”
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Griggs ended his presentation, with some advice: “For all the students out there, remember this, if you want to be great leaders, you must lead by example. If you want to be great leaders, you must be able to motivate and inspire others to do the same. Think about the people you admire, and make sure you are living up to their standards.”

This box is a testament to his resilience. In the last three semesters, we have offered: • An Economic Framework for Thinking about Sustainability • The Business Case for Sustainability • Financial Sustainability: Derivatives Inaugural Sustainable Leadership Fall 2011 Series • Inaugural Entrepreneurial Leadership Spring 2011 Series Guest Speakers • The 7th Inaugural Sustainable Leadership • The Business Case for Sustainability • Financial Sustainability: Derivatives • The 7th Inaugural Entrepreneurial Leadership • Andrea T. Venzke: The Corporate Path to Social Justice • The Financials of Entrepreneurship • The Role of Environmental Leadership Series Financial Sustainability: Derivatives A group of UT students take a break from the lecture.
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With the beginning of a new season, it’s time to get your leadership gear out of your closet. Whether your intention is to support our hockey team by wearing a hockey jersey or cheer for the sport, it’s time to get your gear out at one of our local rinks. For those who use the building are planning the sport, it’s important to make sure all the necessary gear is in the hockey bag. A stick is a must, with a squeegee and tape, gloves, helmet and other protective gear such as a mouth guard, shin guards, shoulder guard, neck guard, glasses and pads.

For more information on our Spring 2012 series, contact
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WHATS IN YOUR LEADERSHIP “HOCKEY BAG”

by Bella L. Galperin, Ph.D.

With the beginning of a new season, its time to get your hockey bag ready and out of your closet. Hockey is as much an American sport as it is a Canadian sport. Whether you are a hardcore hockey fan or spend time watching the sport, it’s important to make sure all the necessary gear is in the hockey bag. Griggs explained that a world-class hockey bag contains the following:

•   A proper hockey stick
•   A hockey jersey
•   A hockey helmet
•   A pair of hockey gloves
•   A pair of hockey skates
•   A pair of protective gear

What's in Your Leadership “Hockey Bag?”

by Bella L. Galperin, Ph.D.

In the beginning of a new season, it’s time to get your hockey gear out of your closet. Whether you are a hardcore hockey fan or spend time watching the sport, it’s important to make sure all the necessary gear is in the hockey bag. Griggs explained that a world-class hockey bag contains the following:

•   A proper hockey stick
•   A hockey jersey
•   A hockey helmet
•   A pair of hockey gloves
•   A pair of protective gear

About the Author

Bella L. Galperin, Ph.D. is the Head of Entrepreneurship and Innovation at The University of Tampa and its TECO Energy Center for Leadership. Dr. Galperin is a seasoned executive leader and educator with over 10 years of experience in the fields of business and entrepreneurship. She has a background in marketing, finance, and strategy, and has worked extensively with startups and established enterprises to develop effective strategies for growth and innovation. Dr. Galperin is also a speaker and author on topics related to leadership, entrepreneurship, and strategic management. She has published several articles and books on these subjects, sharing her insights and experiences with a wide audience. Through her work, Dr. Galperin aims to inspire and empower individuals and organizations to succeed in today’s fast-paced and ever-changing business environment.
The first I had heard about any rules for civility was when I studied the Code of Chivalry, a sort of handbook for knights, which lists the qualities of leadership and provides advice to leaders. The code is no longer in effect, but it is still a useful guide for today.

The code states that a leader must be "gentle and courteous" and "always kind and considerate." These principles have stood the test of time and are just as relevant today as they were in the Middle Ages.

In addition, the code states that a leader must be "honest and truthful" and "always speak the truth." These principles are just as important today as they were in the Middle Ages. Leaders must be able to communicate their ideas clearly and effectively.

Finally, the code states that a leader must be "wise and prudent." This means that leaders must be able to make sound decisions and consider the consequences of their actions.

These principles are just as important today as they were in the Middle Ages. Leaders must be able to communicate their ideas clearly and effectively.

For more information, contact the Center for Leadership:
(813) 257-3732 | cfl@ut.edu | www.ut.edu/cfl

For program details, contact the Center for Leadership:
(813) 257-3732 | cfl@ut.edu | www.ut.edu/cfl

Registration for SOR could be available at a later date.
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Center for Leadership

On Oct. 28, 2011, the Sykes College of Business held its seventh annual Florida Directors’ Institute program in partnership with Hill Ward Henderson and Ernst & Young LLP. The institute delivers short programs with seasoned perspectives on best boardroom practices, with a focus on practical, real-life solutions. The institute is designed for directors of publicly traded and significant private corporations.

This highly regarded program was attended by over 150 individuals spanning the country from Florida, Louisiana, Michigan, South Carolina, Virginia and California. Additionally, many of Tampa's most significant public companies such as HSN Inc., Jabil Circuit, Raymond James, TECO Energy Inc. and Tech Data Corporation were able to participate.

The 2011 sponsors included TECO Energy, Korn/Ferry International, Raymond James, Aon, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, LLP, and Central Florida Chapter, NR Dolewine, Florida Trend, NASDAQ OMX, Florida Venture Forum and NACD Florida Chapter. These partners are integral to the institute’s success, helping to create world-class speakers and promoting the event to clients and colleagues.

For more information on the Florida Directors’ Institute, please visit www.ut.edu/leadershipinstitute or contact (813) 257-3732.

WHERE IS LEADERSHIP WITHOUT CIVILITY?

By F. Frank Ghannadian, Ph.D.

The concept of civility has been a topic of discussion for many years. However, the importance of the message of civility is the good that people from a variety of backgrounds, cultures and religions work together to create. It is the essence of leadership without civility.

The first time I heard about any rules for civility was when I studied the Code of Chivalry, a sort of handbook for knights, which lists the qualities of leadership and provides advice to leaders. The code is no longer in effect, but it is still a useful guide for today. Leaders must be able to communicate their ideas clearly and effectively.

For more information, contact the Center for Leadership:
(813) 257-3732 | cfl@ut.edu | www.ut.edu/cfl

For program details, contact the Center for Leadership:
(813) 257-3732 | cfl@ut.edu | www.ut.edu/cfl
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America’s Top Directors Step into the Spotlight at the Seventh Annual Florida Directors’ Institute

On Oct. 28, 2011, the Sykes College of Business held its seventh annual Florida Directors’ Institute program in partnership with Hill Ward Henderson and Ernst & Young LLP. The institute delivers short programs with seasoned perspectives on best boardroom practices, with a focus on practical real-life solutions. The institute is designed for directors of publicly traded and significant private corporations.

This highly regarded program was attended by over 150 individuals spanning the country from Florida, Louisiana, Michigan, South Carolina, Virginia and California. Additionally, many of Tampa’s most significant public companies such as HSN Inc., Jabil Circuit, Raymond James, TECO Energy Inc. and Tech Data Corporation were able to participate.

The 2011 sponsors included TECO Energy, Korn/Ferry International, Raymond James, Aon, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, and Central Florida Chapter, BDO Dismukes, Florida Trend, NASDAQ OMX, Florida Venture Forum and NACD Florida Chapter. These partners are integral to the institute’s success, helping to promote world-class speakers and presenting to the event clients and attendees.

For more information on the Florida Directors’ Institute, please visit www.ut.edu/floridaexecutivedirectorsite or contact (813) 257-3782.

WHERE IS LEADERSHIP WITHOUT CIVILITY?

By F. Frank Forni, Ph.D.

The first time I heard about any rules for civility was when I studied the Jesuits in the 16th century. This exercise comes to one through this type of behavior. Forni tells his students that, by the first I had heard about any rules for civility was when I studied the Jesuits in the 16th century. This exercise comes to one through this type of behavior. Forni tells his students that, by the

Forni, who visited The University of Tampa in October.

Choosing Civility

P. M. Forni visited the UT campus on Oct. 6 to kick off the Continuing Education Leadership Program (2004). In the book, Forni encourages leaders to remember that to lead is to serve and to tolerate imperfections, saying, “After all, everyone could be perfect, if only they were perfect.”

Civility and leadership actually go hand in hand, just as ethical behavior and, at the same time, there is no good leadership.

The importance of the message of civility is the good that comes to one through this type of behavior. Forni tells his students to think about their dog or cat, asking how they feel when

Continued on page 4...

For Senior or Mid-Level Executives Preparing For Advanced Leadership Roles

Dynamic Leaders Level II, April 11-13

TO REGISTER: Defuze, www.defuze.com | By Fax: 813-257-3782 | By Mail: Center for Leadership | 461 W. Kennedy Blvd., Box 61 | Tampa, FL 33606-1480

Please type or print the following information (Please use one copy of this form for each enrollee.)

Name

First Name:__________________________________________ Last Name:__________________________________________

Address:

City:_________ State:_________ Zip:_________

Phone:_________ Email:_________

SEMINAR FEE:

$295 per person, Three days ($975 total)

$375 per person, Five days ($1,875 total)

$495 per person, Five days ($2,475 total)

$500 per person, Five days ($2,500 total)

Credit Card: American Express / MasterCard / Visa

Cardholder’s Signature:

Program no. it appears on your card:

Amount:_________ Exp. Date:_________

CANCELLATION POLICY: Names of registrants will be published on completing registration. A withdrawal notice in the seminar that you can cancel your registration through March 5, 2012 without a charge. After March 5, 2012, the registration fee is non-refundable. Withdrawals will not be given for no-shows. The University of Tampa reserves the right to cancel a seminar and provide a partial refund to those who register for the seminar.

The University of Tampa  | TECO Energy Center for Leadership  | 461 W. Kennedy Blvd. | Box 61 | Tampa, FL 33606-1480

(813) 257-3782  | cfl@ut.edu  | www.ut.edu/cfl